Class of 1980 Shows Fewer Special Admits

BY CAROL HETTEMBOOM

With the 1977-78 admission cycle now behind, University officials and students can see that the number of specially admitted students matriculating this year is far lower than the number for the past two years.

The program has grown in recent years from a handful recruited by the University's Office of Admissions to a core of over 50 currently in residence. This year's figures, as released by the University, show that only 10 percent of this year's freshman class was specially admitted. University Vice-President for Student Affairs Robert H. Stellar said this number is a "sharply lower rate" compared to those from previous years.

"It would be alarming if we did not see such a decrease," Stellar said. "It is not enough evidence that we have seen this trend before."

According to Law School admission figures, 18 of this year's 207 freshmen are special admissions students. This was the first meeting of the Steering Committee Wednesday that "first time we made the decision to spell out the criteria for special admittance," Stellar said. "The criteria will be the same for all four-year schools."

"We're trying to get as close as possible to the 10 percent," Stellar said. "There will be no program for special admissions within the School of Arts and Sciences."

"This was the first meeting of the Program on South Africa," Stellar said. "We have been receiving a lot of comment from the University. It is a new program and we are going to try to hold special admissions within a department."

"We are trying to get as close as possible to the 10 percent," Stellar said. "There will be no program for special admissions within the School of Arts and Sciences."
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APARTMENTS
WANTED: Moderate room share in a clean and comfortable apartment. Contact [phone number] or email [email address].

FOR SALE
WANTED: Used textbooks for courses in Business Management. Contact [phone number] or email [email address].

CLASSIFIEDS
Penn Players Present
The Hit Musical -Comedy
"Amor Us+2a"
Tonight - 8:30
Saturday-7:00 & 10:00
Harold Prince Theater-Annenmen-Center

BLACK LEAGUE
The colonial period is distinctly coming to an end - that can't be missed. A fire in the last place of the colonial regime was a shock to all who came through it, and the program was volu-
Two University Schools
Awarded Federal Aid
By DOM MANN
The U.S. Office of Education earlier this month awarded grants to two University schools, the Urban Policy Program and the Institute of Development Policy Administration (IDPA) program. Among the criteria for the award of the IDPA program, the profile of the group, the methodology, to be used in their research, their ability to secure private funds, and to improve public service education and the University service.

Public service education is defined by the government as any education aimed at management of all levels of government and non-profit service agencies. The $19,000 grant will be used to support internships in public service education and to make up for the lack of public support when it is not available.

The Urban Policy Program, which is described as "the best" by the President, is having a much harder time. The group is unable to spell out real goals because its constituency is not set. No negotiation process is being developed by the group in the recent-formed Israel-Palestine agreement. No negotiation process is solved on a reasonable basis.

Shaham's informal speech included the following: "If the government would present a revised plan in the upcoming year, it will be used to support internships in public service education and to make up for the lack of public support when it is not available.
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Riding the Rails

By Fred Schneder

...the nature of the game itself is a matter of controversy. In the view of some, the game is too slow and tedious. Others, however, find it exhilarating and highly competitive. The game of baseball, in its many variations, has been a source of great enjoyment for decades. Whether played in a Stadium or on a field, the game remains a beloved pastime for millions of fans around the world.

By Steve Dubow

...the students at the School of Allied Health at Mount Sinai Hospital are following the progress of the latest trend in patient care: self-care. The School has launched a new program, known as the "SAMP" program, which aims to teach patients how to manage their own health. Over 800 signatures on a "Save SAMP" petition were collected in just one day. The students hope that this petition will lead to the retention of the program and the hiring of more faculty members.

A University at War With Itself

By Fred Schneder

...it appears to be a decision in the University's best interest to consider the future of the SAMP program. Despite its modest origins, the program has grown in popularity and has been supported by students and faculty alike. The University's decision to support SAMP, the students' future, is a crucial one.

By Stephen A. Clements

...the University, as a corporation, faces the dilemma of balancing its responsibilities to its students, faculty, and alumni. The Board of Trustees, led by University President Martin Meyerson, has been grappling with these issues. Meyerson has emphasized the importance of education at the University and has made efforts to improve the University's academic programs. However, the University's financial situation remains difficult, and the Board must make tough decisions to ensure the University's long-term viability.

AIESEC: The Multinational Experience

In The Daily Pennsylvania, in what is an article appearing in the Daily Pennsylvanian, in the University's student newspaper, in the University's student newspaper, and in the University's student newspaper, talks about the AIESEC program. The AIESEC program is a global network of student-run organizations that provide opportunities for students to gain international experience and develop leadership skills. The program is based on the principles of cooperation, understanding, aid in the social and economic advancement of developing nations, and to foster better relations between the student, academic, and business communities.

The Selling of a Resolution

January 10th, 1975

A resolution is being considered by the University Council. The resolution is intended to address the issue of student participation in AIESEC activities. The University Council is the body responsible for making decisions on behalf of the University.

By Michael A. MacNelly

...research and development are key components of the AIESEC program, and the University is committed to supporting these activities. The University has allocated funds to support AIESEC activities, and the Board of Trustees has approved the budget for the coming year.

By Peter Grant

...the University's financial situation remains difficult, and the Board must make tough decisions to ensure the University's long-term viability.

By Robert M. Frieden
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Return to School  
(Continued from page 1)  
settle down and begin a practice, while others would simply like to make more money and achieve higher status in their professions. Housewives, whose children are no longer at the university, are also reassessing their status in their professions. Most agree that the lapse of time between college and graduate school was definitely beneficial. As one student said, "It gave me a chance to see what the real world was like before going into law school." In the Law School, although no preference is given to these students, 9 percent of the entrants did not enroll immediately after college, many having gone into paralegal work subsequently.

Most agree that the lapse of time between college and graduate school was definitely beneficial. As one student said, "It gave me a chance to see what the real world was like before going into law school." In the Law School, although no preference is given to these students, 9 percent of the entrants did not enroll immediately after college, many having gone into paralegal work subsequently.

It is still uncertain how these problems will be dealt with. MPA first year student Matthew Bialof said Thursday his main concerns were status of the program director, administrative assistants and counseling. He added that the program could take a year to develop.

MPA Students  
(Continued from page 1)  
Warhsne consutvative, a representative from the Leonard Davis Institute described the health care model. Last Friday MPA students met with Princeton Edel Stein to reevaluate with him their concerns over the school's programs. According to Stein, there were few things going to happen in the first year MPA students seek out and the development of public social programs in SPUP.

HAMLET ESP  
Plays And Players  
Nov. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14  
1714 Delancy St.  
Tickets  
Wed., Thurs., Sun.- $2.00  
Fri., Sat.-$3.75  
Students, Senior Citizens-$2.75  
Info: PE-5-0630

The Daily Pennsylvanian  
Friday, November 12, 1976

**Coli.ege Students Onlv**

Friday, November 12, 1976

the admissions selection committees cases were carefully considered by was referred back to committee in last year. Finally, it had to be a good reason to admit such a student to make important sense in the University. The original committee had believed the student could do the work at the University, but did not accept it.

Johnson added the council's Admissions Committee's tendency to reduce the number of special admissions cases. "The selection committee was well aware of the Council committee's work," he noted.

Why Go To Atlantic City?  
Play Poker, Blackjack, and Roulette at a CASINO PARTY  
ZBT  
(Fri. Nov 12)  
Fri., Nov 12 9:30-1:30  
free drink with admission ladies are free  
all proceeds help fight Juvenile Diabetes

Tonight's The Night - Live Entertainment!  
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL  
THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY  
EAT, DRINK, AND BE MERRY FOR HALF PRICE

Hillel At Penn  
A Conversation with author  
CYNTHIA OZICK  
Coffeehour-3:30  
Sunday, Nov 14  
Sponsored by the Jewish Graduate Student Society  
202 S. 36th Street

College Students Only, No Credit Cards  
Fonzo's Italian Village  
One Complimentary Dinner  
With Each Dinner Served  
Choice of Tomato Juice, Chet Salad, Fruit Cup with iced tea.  
Spaghetti and Meatballs  
$6.00  
Spaghetti and Meatballs  
$6.00  
Served at 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

7 FOR EVERY 6  
SPOTLIGHT  
1. All classified advertising must be paid for in advance  
2. First Insertion, $1.75 up to 15 words. $0.05, each additional word.  
3. Additional Insertions, ordered at the same time, $1.50 up to 15 words. $0.05 each additional word.  
4. Deadline, 3 P.M., 2 publishing days preceding.  
5. Ads must be paid in full at time of placement.  
6. We must have two days notice to cancel an ad once it has been placed.  
ABSOLUTELY NO REFUNDS OR CREDITS FOR CLASSIFIED ADS WHICH ARE CANCELLED.  
7. Tear sheets or proofs are not supplied for classifieds. Classifieds are non-commissionable.
Joint Course Time Change

Course: American Constitutional Law
Pol. Sci. 291 Sequence 45593
and
Hist. 502 Sequence 33314

This joint course will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3-4:30 PM: Sat 8 & 10 PM; S3. U. student rates.

THE CONFIDENCE MAN
12:00

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Hillett At Penn Brunch
Sunday, Nov. 14
11:30-100

Speaker: Rabbi Joseph Telushkin
At 12:00
202 S. 36th Street

Treat your feet to Bass comfort

soft tan leather uppers insulated with thick foam, bled with red stitching, tied like a quilt for plush comfort. Made with a thick sole to sure more comfort and long wear for men $42 for women $38

Urban Outfitters
4307 Locust St. 842-3358

EXCLUSIVE AUTHENTIC THAI CUISINE
from the Campus

World Famous Rest. International

50475 WS005 Sex Roles and the Psychology of Power Staff W 2-5.
50467 WS003 Religious Experiences of Women R. Kraemer T TH 1:30-3.
50459 WS002 Comparative Study of Sex Roles E. Jacob M W F 10.
TTH 9:30-11.
50451 WS001 Women and the Law A. Price T TH 9:30-11.
50449 HS004 SpecialTopics in Criminal Justice R. Hillel T TH 2-5.
50447 HS003 Issues in Medical Socialization C. Bosk T TH 1:30-3.
50439 HS002 Historical Perspectives on Mental Health J. Pitts T TH 3-5.
50431 HS001 Health and Society R. Maulitz T TH 3-4:30.

WOMEN AND POWER

50422 HS008 Scientific Ethics: A Literary Perspective P. McFate T TH 9:30-11.
50411 HS006 Food, Nutrition and Society D. Kronfeld F 2-5.
50403 HS005 The Structure and Organization of the Health Enterprise C. Kronfeld T TH 9:30-11.
50395 HS003 Issues in Medical Socialization C. Bosk T TH 1:30-3.
50387 HS002 Historical Perspectives on Mental Health J. Pitts T TH 3-5.
50379 HS001 Health and Society R. Maulitz T TH 3-4:30.

ETHICS AND PUBLIC POLICY


CULTURAL STUDIES: ISRAEL

43490 OS442 Peoples of Israel Shal M W F 10.

* indicates approved non-FAS course.
** funded by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities
Lightweights Play For Pride, .500

By STEVE PETERS

The Perm lightweights (2-3) won’t win anything, but they can keep！...
Ivy Pride at Stake as Penn-Cornell Gridders Seek to Avoid Cellar Dwelling

"It's just a matter of being 6-4, instead of 5-5," commented Penn quarterback Jamie Derella, who needs only one more touchdown pass to break the school record. "Cornell is a tough team, and I know we can't take them lightly."

The final game of the season will come on Saturday at Schoellkopf Field, where the Quakers have won 10 of their last 12 games. Penn's last victory was a 49-8 romp over the Red and Blue in 1974.

"We want to finish the season strong," said Derella. "We need to keep our momentum going into the off season and get ready for next year."

The game will be played in front of a sold-out crowd, with an estimated attendance of 10,000. "It's important to have a crowd on our side," said Derella. "We need their support to win this game."

Penn has won four of the last six meetings with Cornell, but the Red and Blue have won eight of the last 12 meetings overall. "We've had our share of close games," said Derella. "But we need to take advantage of our opportunities and play well in order to win this game."

The Quakers' defense will be key to victory, according to Derella. "We need to stop Cornell's running game and force them to throw the ball. If we can do that, we have a shot at winning."

Penn's offense will have to overcome a Penn defense that has allowed only 14.5 points per game this season. "We need to protect the ball and make big plays when we have the opportunity," said Derella. "If we can do that, we'll have a chance to win."

The game will be played at 3:00 PM at Schoellkopf Field. Both teams entered the week with a 5-5 record, and the winner will have the edge in the annual Ivy rivalry. "This is a big game for us," said Derella. "We need to come out and play our best if we want to win."

Penn State vs. Penn: Saturday, 1:00 PM at Penn State

Brown vs. Harvard: Saturday, 1:00 PM at Harvard

Yale vs. Penn: Saturday, 1:00 PM at Yale

800 Sports is presently assigning sportswriters. Anyone interested in covering such an assignment should attend a meeting on Friday, November 10th, at 4:00 PM in the basement of Schoellkopf Field.

(3rd paragraph continued)